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Previously on Scientific Writing... 
● Style  
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Citation, Ethics, Plagiarism

● Citation
● Why, when and how to cite
● LaTeX and BibTeX
● ADS
● Dos and don'ts

● Ethics and Plagiarism

● Reading: 

Eloquent Science    
Chapters 12 and 15
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Why bother citing?
● Literature review (in your Introduction)

● Describe development of the field

● Distinguish your work from others

● Credit previously published material

● Critique work of others

● Convince others you are not ignorant!
● Direct quotation 

(rare in articles, common in e.g. proposals)

● Avoid fights at conferences!
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Why cite? (2)

● To defend your ideas based on those of others

Most barium stars with P<500 days are in circular 
orbits as predicted by tidal circularisation theory. 
Most of the rest of the barium stars have periods 
between 500 and 104 days.
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Why cite? (2)
● To defend your ideas based on those of others

Most barium stars with P<500 days are in circular 
orbits as predicted by tidal circularisation theory   
(e.g. Zahn 1977, 1989). Most of the rest of the 
barium stars have periods between 500 and 104 days 
(Jorissen et al. 1998).
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Why cite? (3)

● You want to keep your job as Germany's 
Defence Minister?
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Citation systems
● Author – year

We employ the stellar code of Izzard (2015).

We model stars with an approximate stellar evolution 
code (Izzard 2015).

Izzard (2015) describes our stellar evolution code.

      

References

Izzard R.G. 2015, Made Up Astronomy, vol. 42, 69

Easy to read/edit

Flexible sentence structure
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Citation systems
● Numbered citations

We employ the stellar code of Izzard (2011).

We model stars with an approximate stellar evolution 
code1.

Izzard (2011) describe our stellar evolution code.

      

References

1.  Izzard R.G. 2015, Made Up Astronomy, vol. 42, 69

Shorter – easier to read?

Rigid sentence structure
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Sentence structure
● Citations at the end expect where ambiguous

Most barium stars with P<500 days are in circular orbits 
as predicted by tidal circularisation theory (Zahn 1977, 
1989, Jorissen et al. 1998).

Most barium stars with P<500 days are in circular orbits 
(Jorissen et al. 1998) as predicted by tidal circularisation 
theory (Zahn 1977, 1989).

● Cite in chronological order

● First time: if only three authors cite in full
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Et tu syntax                     
● et al. = et alia “and others”

    . is required (is Al the author?)

    , after is required in American English

Izzard et al. (2011) show …

● e.g. = exempli gratia “for example”

    . and . are required 

    , after in American 

Previous results on the subject are nonsense (e.g. Izzard 2011).
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● Personal communication

For an unpublished or informal citation, not  an 
opinion or obvious fact! (Perhaps supplement with 
information in Acknowledgements)

● Page numbers: for citing part of a book

● Abbreviations: 

Izzard et al. (2011, hereafter I11) show …

… cf. acronyms … 

Et tu syntax                     
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Tu et syntax                          

● Footnotes: no no no no no!1

● Initials: J. Smith (2010) and D. Smith (2010)

● Year? 

Smith (2010) showed... Smith showed...                   
Beware ambiguity!

● “See” ? Cut it – means the same! 

   The stars blew up (see Izzard 2011).

   The stars blew up (Izzard 2011).

1 … no more footnotes!
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● The paper of Smith (2011) shows...

or, better, just:

Smith (2011) shows …

● Ditto for superfluous forms:

The Smith (2011) article shows...

The article of Smith (2011) shows...

In his paper, Smith (2011) shows...

Tu et syntax                          
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Direct Quotations  
● Rarely directly quote sources but sometimes 

necessary (e.g. review articles)

● Interpret the quotation, context essential

● Copyright?    ©
● You can edit the quotation 

         (…   [sic]   italics for emphasis   etc.)

● Take care with images and tables

 (Best to not edit an image or table!)

“ ”
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What to cite: what not to cite
● Peer-reviewed journal articles and results presented 

therein

● Review articles : try to cite original sources

● Books: sometimes, give pages/edition

● “Grey” sources: PhD theses, textbooks, biographies, 
conference proceedings, newspapers, Wikipedia, 
“cult” articles … beware the world wide web (URLs 
change!)

(Check journal policy!)

● Self-citation is a plague!
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Citations with LaTeX/BibTeX
● http://www.bibtex.org/

● Combined with LaTeX this automates the 
construction of your reference list.

● Use Natbib package

● Cite commands:

\citep     (Smith et al. 2011)

\citet         Smith et al. (2011)

● Store your BibTeX references (ADS!) in a file 

● Use LyX or TeXshop or similar software
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What is ADS?
● http://esoads.eso.org/abstract_service.html
● The SAO/NASA Astrophysics Data System (ADS) is a 

Digital Library portal for researchers in Astronomy and 
Physics, operated by the Smithsonian Astrophysical 
Observatory (SAO) under a NASA grant. 

● The ADS maintains three bibliographic databases 
containing 11,244,794 records (as of 5th January 2015, 
adswww.harvard.edu/ads_abstracts.html): 

Astronomy and Astrophysics, Physics, and arXiv e-
prints. 
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How to use ADS
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BibTeX format!

Copy-paste this into YOUR BibTeX file : 
Zero opportunity for error!

(Also no excuses :)
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Journal Year/Volume/Page
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ADS help pages
● There are many more features:

● Targetted (filtered) emails

● Title/keyword searches

● Links to data (CDS) and SIMBAD

● Help manual: 
http://esoads.eso.org/abs_doc/help_pages/adshelp.pdf

● Online:
http://esoads.eso.org/abs_doc/help_pages/
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Wikipedia and The Web     
● Great tools... but they are in the “grey” area

● Wikipedia usually has a References section

● Cite the original source of the information!
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Ethics

● Do not steal, cite
● But also be good to your colleagues
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Ethics: 
Definitions

● Fabrication: making up data/results

● Falsification: manipulating results and presenting 
them inaccurately

● Plagiarism: stealing ideas/results without giving 
appropriate credit

(does not include disagreement/mistakes)
National Science Foundation

https://www.nsf.gov/oig/misconscieng.jsp

See also Eloquent Science Ch.15, pp. 184
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Plagiarism
Where do you draw the line?

1. Copying a paragraph verbatim from a source without any             
acknowledgement

2. Copying a paragraph and making small changes

3. Cutting and pasting a paragraph by using sentences of the original but 
omitting one or two

4. Composing a paragraph by taking short phrases from a number of sources and 
putting them together

5. Paraphrasing a paragraph by rewriting with substantial changes in language 
and organisation

6. Quoting a paragraph by placing it in block format with the source cited in text 
& bibliography

Based on Academic Writing for Graduate Students 
by Swales and Feak (University of Michigan, 1993)
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Avoid stealing

● Write about your ideas

● Build on others' ideas with citations

● Never copy text verbatim 
                (until putting the final text together)

● Always quote and cite together

● Separate your contribution from the cited source 
e.g.
Smith et al. (2011) claim “the Universe is flat” but we find it 
is curved.
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Self-Plagiarism
● You can steal from yourself!
● Duplicate publication

    e.g. submitting an article to two journals at the 
same time!

● Recycling of your text: might be acceptable

● Copyright!
● http://www.plagiarismtoday.com
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zu Googleberg

● black = plagiarized from one source 

● red = plagiarized from several sources

● white = no plagiarism found

● blue = table of contents and appendices

http://de.guttenplag.wikia.com/wiki/GuttenPlag_Wiki/English

Assume 
you will 

be 
caught
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A final word on citation
● Read the articles you cite . . .
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Course (so far) Discussion
● Soon we will head into the English Language section: a 

bit dull but useful!

● How is it going for you?

● What more would you like to see?


